ABSTRACT | Imaging sensors, or Bimagers,[ embedded in the natural environment enable remote collection of large quantities of data, thus easing the design and deployment of sensing systems in a variety of application domains. Yet, the data collected from such imagers are difficult to interpret due to a variety of Bnuisance factors[ in the data formation process, such as illumination, vantage point, partial occlusions, etc. These are especially severe in natural environments, where the objects of interest (e.g., plants, animals) have evolved to blend with their habitat, exhibit complex variability in shape and appearance, and perform rapid motions against dynamic backgrounds with rapid illumination changes. We describe three applications that exemplify these problems and the solutions we developed. First, we show how temporal oversampling can simplify the analysis of a slow process such as the avian nesting cycle. Then, we show how to overcome temporal undersampling in order to detect birds at a feeder station. Finally, we show how to exploit temporal consistency to reliably detect pollinators as they visit flowers in the field.
I. INTRODUCTION
Imaging sensors, either in the visible, infrared, or other spectra (Bimagers[) are a natural choice of sensor for monitoring natural habitats. They are cheap, both in terms of cost and energy, yet data rich. They are remoteVnot requiring contact, and passiveVnot requiring signals to be broadcast. At the same time, they may be tuned to be sensitive to different bands, most commonly the visible and near-infrared spectra.
However, natural habitats present unique challenges to image analysis as commonly performed using algorithms developed in the computer vision community, due to the variability that objects or events of interest can manifest depending on Bnuisance factors[ such as uncontrolled changes in illumination, or poor vantage points resulting in partial occlusions. For instance, events of interest exhibit complex dynamics such as the motion of birds or the configuration of a swarm of pollinators, but so do nuisances such as complex illumination changes or moving foliage in the background. As a result, sensing the environment with imagers requires modeling the complex spatio-temporal statistics of the objects and events of interest, as well as the nuisances, for they often overlap due to natural adaptation of species to their habitats (e.g., cryptic coloration matching a background). Unlike indoor or urban environments, where one can assume a static background, monitoring natural environments requires modeling the distributional properties of portions of images (natural textures) and their temporal evolution, and learning the natural statistics from training data. For instance, detecting the presence of a bird at a feeder station from an image collected by an embedded imaging sensor can be difficult even for a trained expert. However, extended temporal observation reveals the characteristic variabilities of the object and enables successful detection, localization, and species recognition. Different species can exhibit different appearances depending on their pose and patterns of typical motion. These in turn differ from the characteristic background motion (e.g., foliage moving in wind).
Embedded sensing system technologies are readily applicable to the visual monitoring of the natural environment. Data can now be collected, processed, stored, and transmitted from remote locations with little setup due to advances in low-power microprocessors, wireless communication, battery form factor, and the software abstractions that support these devices.
The design constraints of environmental monitoring present a tradeoff between spatio-temporal coverage and image quality. We can leverage the specifics of a deployed system to achieve a better design point by tailoring the specific computer vision techniques used. The underlying design philosophy though presents a conflict between increasing sensor coverage, either in space (i.e., physical space visible from the camera) or time (i.e., frame rate of image capture), and degrading data quality. The images collected from monitoring applications tend to be the poorest quality that still accomplish the task at hand.
On the other hand, deployed sensing systems are not general, and therefore do not need to solve the general vision problems of detection, recognition, and tracking. It is thus possible to simplify the vision problem if the system is engineered so. Finally, to aggregate the information abstracted from the raw data at each imaging sensor, parsimonious representations of these processes are needed. Depending on the task, this could include storage, transmission, relation to human observers, or performing in situ decisions such as the triggering of other sensory or communication assets.
We explore these issues in three different application domains. First, we describe algorithms for recognizing objects and events based on extended observations of spatial and temporal statistics. We start with the automated inference of the nesting cycle of birds, in Section II. Tens of thousands of images were collected over the course of the avian nesting season. Applying established vision techniques and tailoring them to take advantage of the conditions of deployment resulted in a sufficiently accurate system that overcomes the above mentioned Bnuisance factors[ of illumination, occlusions, and changing backgrounds. We go further in Section III to demonstrate that not only can properly applied vision techniques help research in the application domain, but the focus on an application domain can also result in advances in the field of computer vision. Determining the species of birds visiting a feeder station first requires being able to detect them. The difficulty of this problem can range from trivial to impossible depending on the species, the quality of the optics, resolution, compression artifacts, time of the day, season, weather, etc. To address these issues, we have developed a model for representing the phenomenology of complex backgrounds in optical imagery. Finally, the developed approach for detecting novel objects in the natural environment was applied to another application domain in Section IV. With a combination of template matching, background subtraction, and user interaction, we can now detect and count pollinators in the wild. While the foundation of this approach draws from previous image analysis techniques, the final and critical step for embedded images is the aggregation of their output into interpretable results, illustrated in Section IV.
II. AVIAN NESTING CYCLE
Birds are important indicators of the health of ecosystems. Therefore, the ability to measure nesting patterns accurately and in a scalable manner is broadly relevant to ecosystem studies, including responses to climate change and land use [5] . Currently, avian biologists manually inspect nesting locations and visually log the stage of the nest for future analysis. What they hope to find are trends and differences in behavior that ultimately influence reproductive success. Some indicator variables include the number of eggs that are laid and eventually hatch, and the occupancy of the nest over the different nesting stages. By visiting the sites to collect this information, biologists can incorporate domain knowledge to filter unwanted data and detect important events. However, not only is this time consuming but it limits the number of observations a biologist can collect. Moreover, observations are typically limited to the behavior of birds outside their nests because biologists Blacked the capability to peer inside the private lives of birds[ 1 for long durations for fear of disturbing the birds. Cameras are an ideal sensor for gathering these observations. In the following section, we discuss some general issues that come with deploying an embedded imaging system.
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A. Image Quality and Its Effect on Bird Detection 1) Interest Point Detection: Birds often exhibit smooth feather coats whereas the nesting material is highly textured, as shown in Fig. 1 . Rather than computing a full texture descriptor, for computational reasons, we use interest points as a proxy. Interest points are locations where the image exhibits large gradients in two independent directions, and are detected as extrema of scale space using established techniques dating back to [17] . The density of interest points can be interpreted as a measure of texture complexity, which in turn can be used to easily detect the presence of a bird. For instance, Fig. 2 shows the total number of interest points per image as a function of time: Early on in the season the bird is building the nest (label 1) and the number of interest points in the image increases sharply. These level off as the nest is completed and the bird proceeds to lay eggs and incubate them (label 2). After hatching, the young begin to cover more and more of the nesting material as they grow (label 3), thereby decreasing the interest point count.
2) Classification: To classify images as containing a bird, we use the heuristics that interest point density is a good discriminant for the task as can be seen in Fig. 2 . A cross indicates the absence of a bird and a circle, its presence. Since the classes are roughly separable, but not linearly so, one could unleash a variety of supervised classification techniques such as kernel methods [30] .
However, if we take advantage of the temporal consistency seen in the number of feature points per frame, a simpler solution is possible. We ignore the density and use the number of interest points as our feature. To determine the presence of a bird in a single frame, we take a temporal window of 200 frames centered about the frame in question. We determine the minimum and maximum number of interest points and calculate the average of these two values. If the number of interest points for the frame in question is less than this average, we consider this frame to contain a bird. Otherwise, it is labeled as not containing a bird. The number of frames, 200, was an arbitrary value that appeared to work well across our data sets. More experiments would need to be done to determine how to find the best value analytically.
3) Image Quality: Our deployment consists of both wired and wireless nodes. The wired nodes use high-quality imagers that provide a very accurate representation of the birds' activity throughout the season. However, the wired system consumes significant power, requires expensive infrastructure, and has limited geographical coverage. The latter severely hinders expansion of the wired camera system, particularly in light of minimum internest distances to avoid avian territorial conflicts. To explore avian breeding in a wider geographical area, we deployed battery-powered wireless Cyclops cameras as well. The advantage of a wireless system is spatial coverage and reduced infrastructure requirements. However, there are tradeoffs in that the wireless system does not have the image quality and image rate capabilities of wired imagers. Image quality, and therefore the final statistical inference, is significantly affected by image resolution, aperture size, pixel-filters, and light sensitivity of the imager.
To illustrate the differences in image quality, Fig. 3 shows representative images collected from the wired and Cyclops camera with their respective gradient histograms. Since gradients are used in the algorithms we exploit in our system, we look at how the distribution of gradient magnitudes is affected by different image sensors under various conditions. The distribution of the gradient from an image captured by a wired camera (Bwired[) is typical of a natural image. The gradient The worst performing of all the nest boxes coincided with the wireless node and Cyclops camera. At times, the image quality made it difficult to determine the presence of a bird even to a trained human observer.
B. Exploiting Temporal Coherence When Counting Eggs
1) SIFT Detector: Environmental factors, such as changes in lighting and bird behavior, and nonenvironmental factors, such as sensor sensitivity and placement, affect the sensed data and yet they are irrelevant to the task. Consequently, one component of the algorithm includes the extraction of low-level features (i.e., statistics, or deterministic functions of the data) from the images that are minimally impacted by the presence of such variability, and yet discriminative enough for accurate classification.
In the remaining region, we search for candidate egg locations using a Bblob detector[ at multiple locations and scales, based on scale-space image processing following [17] . This is popularly known as a BSIFT detector,[ where SIFT stands for scale-invariant feature transform [18] . The SIFT detector is based on the maximal response of a Laplacian of Gaussian filter, approximated for efficient computation with a difference of Gaussians. The location of the maxima together with the associated scale automatically detected by the algorithm are displayed in Fig. 4 .
2) Egg Descriptor: Unfortunately, because the egg has approximately uniform intensity, the corresponding SIFT descriptor turns out to characterize the distribution of nesting material around it, rather than the egg itself: A support vector machine (SVM) [33] trained on one nest box using manual labeling of SIFT keys and tested on the others performs essentially at chance level (53.43% correct), significantly lower than the reported results for generic object recognition. An additional difficulty is that hatchlings look very much like eggs at low resolution and the presence of egg shells is a confounding factor (Fig. 5) .
For these reasons, we forgo the SIFT descriptor altogether, and retain only the SIFT detector as the building block of our weak classifiers. The simplest discriminating statistics in this context are then the scale at which SIFT detection occurred (eggs have a characteristics range of sizes), and the intensity mean and variance inside the detected region. The image is first normalized for contrast and scaled globally to reduce the effects of illumination changes. A simple linear classifier (Fisher linear discriminant) [11] based on these features was trained on one nest box and tested on the others with an average performance of 72.34% correct.
3) Temporal Consistency: Nuisances appearing in single images, as shown in Fig. 5 , are mitigated by our data sampling methodology. Because we collect images every 15 min, we are able to exploit the consistency of the egg count over time. The number of eggs usually increases monotonically during the egg-laying phase at a rate of one egg per day, remains constant, and then decreases rapidly during hatching. To enforce this temporal consistency, these weak classifiers are fed into a hidden Markov model (HMM), resulting in significant performance improvement. HMMs allow incorporating parameters specific to a given biological phenomenon (e.g., the average interval between eggs being laid).
Some of the eggs in the image are more easily recognized. This is related to the feature's proximity to the SVM's decision boundary. There is a correlation between the proximity to that decision boundary and the number of misclassified features. We run the same HMM, but this time first drop images that have features close to the decision boundary. The estimated egg count is then propagated back to those rejected images, resulting in an improved average of 84.12% when dropping images not within AE0.5 of the decision boundary. A similar approach is employed to infer the nesting stage from egg count.
C. Discussion
To deploy sensors in remote locations, we had to sacrifice the quality of the images collected. This directly affects the resulting accuracy of the vision algorithms employed. We found that when deviating slightly from the generic algorithms proposed for object detection, the performance significantly improves. This was done by exploiting the particular characteristics of this application, so some adaptation may be necessary to extend to other settings. On the other hand, temporal consistency may be exploited across many domains.
III. BIRD POPULATION
Questions about the impact of climate change on our ecosystem are most readily answered by monitoring fine-scale interactions between animals, plants, and their environment. Such fine-scale measurements of species distribution, feeding habits, and timing of plant blooming events require continuous monitoring in the natural environment. We explore this application domain through automating bird detection and categorization at a bird feeder.
Classic categorization techniques [1] , [10] , [12] , [16] , [19] , [23] , [27] , [35] , [38] used on single photographs do not map easily to categorization in surveillance and monitoring applications. Most significantly, in surveillance and monitoring applications, objects are often captured in multiple frames, rather than captured only once. In contrast to previous approaches, we present a multiview approach to categorization that aggregates information captured throughout the image sequence. an infrared imager. First, note that the system may be designed to provide constraints, a top view of the box interior from a fixed location, which can help reduce the search space. Even so, noise from environmental factors makes this challenging. From top left: 1) Local image statistics (intensity, gradient orientation, histograms) are often similar for the birds or hatchlings and the background nest (see, for instance, images 2 and 3). Eggs are occasionally occluded by feathers, or by nesting material, and objects appear that are similar to eggs. These factors make the count nontrivial even for trained human experts. 4) There is wide variation in intensity profile depending on the time of the day, including sharp highlights from direct sunlight. Some characteristics inherent to surveillance and monitoring applications make it difficult to use traditional categorization approaches that rely on distinctive features and perform classification over the entire image. One such characteristic is that objects are captured at fairly low resolution and low frame rate. There is inherent pressure to increase spatial coverage at the cost of object resolution, thereby creating a more challenging detection and recognition task. Similarly, increasing temporal coverage (lifetime) pushes for lower sampling rates, limiting the use of motion features. The resulting image sequence will inevitably contain 1) small objects with few features distinguishing them from one another or from the background, and 2) instances of the same object located in a different area in consecutive frames. Another challenge is that different instances of the same object are almost never uniformly distributed across all possible viewpoints. An object cannot then be represented by the simple concatenation of all its captured instances.
Our approach is to first localize birds by exploiting the fixed-view deployment scenario, and cluster detections based on the similarity of appearance and spatio-temporal coherence.
A. Localizing Novel Objects
Even when the cameras are fixed in the infrastructure, naive background modeling and subtraction [8] , [9] , [13] - [15] , [20] - [22] , [24] , [29] , [31] , [32] , [36] results in large numbers of false detections because of changes in illumination and fine-scale motion in the scene. Natural environments such as the forest canopy present an extreme challenge because the foreground objects may blend with the background, and the background itself changes due to the motion of the foliage and the rapid transition between light and shadow (Fig. 6) .
We address this challenge by representing the signature of each pixel using a distribution of pixel intensities in a neighborhood, and using the Bhattacharyya distance to compare such distributions over time. For each location x 2 < 2 in the image I, we represent the appearance by a color probability density function (hue-saturation-value) of a set of pixels in space and time. The set of pixels used to represent the pixel location is
For simplicity, we use a 3-D color histogram as our background model
where u is the histogram bin, u 2 U & R 3 , and n is a normalizing constant so that
To classify a pixel as foreground, we create another histogram q such that the set of pixels considered are only those from the image I at time t
where n is a normalizing constant so that P u2U q u ¼ 1. For a pixel to be considered foreground, we require that the distributions p and q be sufficiently different, dðp; qÞ, or that the pixel be connected to a region and be different enough, dðp; qÞ, where s G d .
We define a region R t as a set of connected pixels from a single image captured at time t. For each region, the following must be true:
For each 600 consecutive frames in the 3600-frame image sequence, we build a background model and perform background subtraction to estimate the difference between a given pixel location ðx; tÞ and the background. Sample images and the difference image are shown in Fig. 7 . For ease of viewing, the difference image is 1 À dða; bÞ so that white indicates a large difference from the background, and black indicates a small difference from the background. On the far right, we show the regions selected and the minimum d needed to detect the region. The frame shows that this approach detects many birds at a fairly high threshold, but is still missing a bird in the top middle area of the image. It also mistakes the bark of the tree for a bird, due to unmodeled lighting changes. 
B. Multiview Categorization
For each category c 2 C ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; n c g where n c is the number of categories we consider, we are given a set of regions i ¼ fi 1 ; i 2 ; . . . i n g that contain instances of that category. As in classic bag-of-feature approaches, we extract a set of features from the instance. A feature is a statistic, i.e., a deterministic function of the data
where m is the length of a feature, and n is the number of features extracted. This typically varies from image to image. These features are then binned into a fixeddimensional histogram
where U is the set of bins and b is a function that maps the feature f into a bin u in U. For most of our experiments, we use a simple representation, the set of hue and saturation at each pixel in the image, and a simple partition of the color space into uniformly spaced bins. While most bag-of-feature approaches use more complex features, such as histograms of gradient orientations, we found that for our data set, uniformly binned color histograms already outperformed these more standard approaches. We focus on this representation to compare the relative performance of multiview versus single-view categorization. Yet, this formulation is not limited to this feature type, and could easily be generalized to approaches that use more sophisticated binning approaches for data sets where nuisance variability is more structured, such as indoor or purposefully captured images downloaded through the Internet.
Each category is represented by a set of histograms H c ¼ fh I 1 ; h I 2 ; . . . ; h I n g, where each histogram represents an instance of a category. Typically, a single frame would be compared against each view to determine its histogram. In our approach, we represent a test object o 2 O ¼ f1; 2; . . .g with a set of histogram from a set of images H o ¼ fh I 1 ; h I 2 ; . . . ; h I n g. We determine to which category c object o belongs by comparing these sets of histograms.
We use a nearest neighbor approach, but because we are dealing with histograms, we use the Bhattacharyya coefficient dða; bÞ ¼ P u ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a u b u p to measure the discrepancy between histograms a and b. In order to compare sets of histograms, we introduce the following discrepancy measure: This discrepancy has several useful properties for multiview categorization in the context of surveillance and monitoring applications. First, it is less biased towards dominant views in either the training or the test sets. This is particularly important because we cannot guarantee a particular distribution of vantage point in the way a calibrated multicamera surveillance system would do. In our case, the view of the object, which depends on the mutual position between the sensor and the object of interest, is entirely dependent on the behavior of the latter.
Therefore, only the best match for any particular instance is counted towards the final score, so that it only matters that there is at least one good match, not how many matches there are. Our approach differs from other multiview camera systems in that multiple views of an object are captured by the object moving rather than the camera moving or multiple cameras focused on the object. Because of this, there are no guarantees or assumptions about the ranges of views captured. Second, it does not penalize for missing views. Because we take the final score to be either the best matches of H o to H c or the best matches of H c to H o , instances that show rare views can still result in a high final score. In this way, we allow for the test object to neither span the appearance space of the category nor evenly represent it.
While the number of regions, objects, and categories depends on the thresholds chosen, we present a possible set of categories extracted from this method. When d ¼ 0:35 and s ¼ 0:15, Fig. 7 shows a few sample object instances that are grouped due to their overlapping regions in consecutive frames. It can be seen from these samples that it is possible to capture a range of appearances using this heuristic.
While we start at 9710 instances that form an initial set of 3300 objects, only 677 objects have three or more instances. We take these 677 objects and group 365 them into clusters where c > 0:94. We end up with 58 categories with two or more objects, 16 that contain 99 background objects, and 42 object categories that contain the remaining 265 images. A few of the categories found are shown in Fig. 8 . We end up with eight out of the 16 categories cleanly segmented into separate clusters in that only instances from a category are clustered together. There are 17 clusters that contain multiple species in a single cluster.
C. Discussion
We described two general algorithms motivated by the Bnuisances[ that dominate the statistics in the natural environment. Background motion and cryptic coloration led us to a more concise background model that requires spatial coherence over time. Categorization in video led us to an approach that aggregates features across time for improved classification. These models expand the domains in which vision algorithms can be applied. Looking further into other high-level reasoning tasks, such as event and action recognition, working on natural environments can continue to motivate and expand the application spaces considered in the vision community.
IV. POLLINATORS
The study of pollinator behavior and its effect on plant distributions is an active area of research in biology. At the core of many studies in this field is the measurement of flower occupancy by pollinators. Often, scientists are interested in the number, duration, and species of pollinator visitations to a flower of a given species in the presence of other flower species. For example, Bartomeus et al. attribute diminished pollinator visitation of native plant species to the introduction of various invasive plants [2] . Cooley et al. tested flower color and shape diversification may lead to reproductive isolation among different morphologies of a particular flower species [7] .
Both these and other studies require the long-term collection of pollinator occupancy data. Currently, these data are acquired manually by a human monitor. A pollinator visitation is defined to be one or more pollinators present on a particular flower. This presents significant spatial and temporal limits for the data collection. The collection procedure outlined in these representative studies suggest that data can only be collected for 30-min intervals and can only cover a small area of less than 1 m 2 .
Visually, a bee does not trigger novel feature selection in addition to features already present in the cluttered background of a vegetated area [ Fig. 9(a) ]. However, when the bee approaches a flower, it stands out against the typically vivid and relatively uniform colors of the flower's petals [ Fig. 9(b) ]. We therefore restrict our attention, and computational resources, to a region of interest (ROI) that is easily identified relative to the background. Properly Fig. 9 . Against a complex and cluttered background (a), even a human observer would have trouble identifying the target. However, when restricting our view to a ROI (b), the target stands out more visibly. Fig. 8. The clusters labeled ''3, 4, 9, 13, 15, 16' ' are a few of the categories that were cleanly segmented from the image sequence. The ''Ã'' category is one where our approach grouped multiple species into a single cluster. The middle image, where one bird is partially occluded by another bird, is one of the reasons for this confusion. A region contains the color features from two different bird categories resulted in both species being combined into one category. The ''bg'' category is an example of one of the clustered background objects.
identifying the ROI has the side effect of registering the image in the face of global scene motion relative to the camera. Further, restricting our search to the ROI alone discards other objects and motion that would only distract our automated detection.
A. Procedure
We propose a multistage procedure to process the incoming video imagery and produce occupancy data that can be used by scientists. This procedure is designed to be tailored to the specific application of interest, though the procedure itself is general. This is a hybrid approach that uses both the user and image analysis most efficiently.
The procedure (Fig. 10) roughly consists of three independent components. For each frame, we first localize the ROI as specified by the user. This effectively discards a large fraction of each frame that is uninteresting, by definition, and would only serve to confuse the image analysis. Next, we detect and localize the target as it occludes the ROI. Finally, using the match value and location of a potential match produced by the target detection, we track the target's motion over time, leveraging the inherent temporal correlation between frames to discard false detections.
Detecting the ROI and limiting further processing to that region is a form of translational image registration, a process that can be accomplished without a loss of discriminative power of the underlying representation, provided that that region is tracked over time, and that processing is referred to the moving frame.
B. Detect and Localize the ROI
When we consider natural imagery, it is clear that identifying a bee in a static image against the cluttered background is a challenging. However, identifying a bee against the brightly colored flower is more feasible. This foreground object, which we define to be the ROI, is characterized by its distinct visual difference from the background clutter and movement that is unrelated to the final detection problem. Automatically detecting, localizing, and cropping the ROI allows us to discard a large portion of the image with obvious computational and algorithmic benefits.
The foreground motion can be characterized as translation within the 2-D viewing plane, thus we consider this to be analogous to translational registration. We are simply attempting to find the appropriate translation of the ROI that results in sequential images being aligned and cropped appropriately. The magnitude of spatial displacement of the ROI between adjacent frames is modeled as a normal distribution
Using this formulation, we choose to apply template matching [4] to detect and localize the ROI based on a template image representing the ROI. Potential ROI matches closer to the location of ROI in the previous frame are preferred over more distant potential matches. This helps us avoid transient aberrations that may otherwise reduce our accuracy. The user typically acquires the template image by cropping the ROI from the first frame of the image sequence. Given this template image, which is expected to be a subimage fully or partially contained within a given example image, the template matching algorithm computes some similarity measure between the template and example images for all possible translations of the template image [ Fig. 11(a) ]. The similarity measure, parameterized Here the red rectangle represents the template, and the black rectangle (size R Â C with B color bands) represents the example image. The image is padded with empty pixels so that all possible template translation can be tested [26] . An example of a template matched against an example image plotted as a heat map is illustrated in (b); darker implies more similar. Fig. 10 . The process we propose consists of three components: detection and localization of the ROI, detection and localization of the target occluding the ROI, and tracking the target across multiple sequential frames using some feature, FðxÞ derived from Frame x . The output of this procedure is a set of contiguous image sequences believed to contain the target of interest.
by the location of the template image relative to the example image, is computed for all aligned pixels and applied to each color channel [ Fig. 11(b) ]. The maximumlikelihood estimate for the correct alignment of template and example image is located at point of maximum similarity.
C. Detection and Localization of the Target
To detect the target object (in this case, the pollinator), we model the background and assume that any occlusions are interesting foreground objects. There are a variety of background subtraction algorithms present in the literature. We chose to use the algorithm presented in Section III-A because it explicitly takes into account cryptic foreground objects whose color distributions appear to be similar to that of the background.
The result of performing background subtraction is a difference image [ Fig. 12(b) ] where each gray scale pixel in the image represents the Bhattacharyya distance between the region about that pixel and the corresponding region in the background model. In some cases where the background is sufficiently simple, the target immediately stands out against the background, and a simple threshold for the distance and blob detection will easily detect and localize the target.
However, in most cases with cluttered natural scenery as the background, natural change in the background's appearance creates a large number of false detections, which appear as Bnoise[ in the difference image. Therefore, we again use template matching to detect regions of the appropriate intensity and shape. The user defines the template by selecting the appropriate region of a difference image that contains the target, in much the same way that the ROI is identified.
The single best match value found by template matching along with its ðx; yÞ coordinates are emitted to the next stage that tracks these potential targets over time. It is important to note that no attempt is made to perform classification if a given match is in fact a foreground object or a background aberration. False positives are identified and handled appropriately during tracking.
D. Tracking the Target Over Time
With the potential target localized, we focus on separating the matches that are in fact representative of the target's presence from those that are simply noise in the difference image. Our goal is to produce a set of disjoint image subsequences where the target is present within the ROI.
The simplest approach would be to build a binary classifier to distinguish between target and not-target using the match value. Such a classifier, whether in the form of an SVM [34] or a simpler technique like decision trees [3] , would simply attempt to separate the classes by some boundary in feature space. When the background model is accurate and there is minimal background movement, such classification is sufficient. Unfortunately, as the background model begins to break down in the presence of significant background motion, the distribution of match values is not separable. Any attempt to build a classifier around this feature will either render many false positives or false negatives if it is tuned for recall or precision, respectively.
To address this issue, we leverage the fact that frames are not independent, but are temporally correlated. We assume that the motion of the target follows some simple model once it enters the ROI. That is, its motion must be smooth in time and space. In our application, we expect the bee to land on the flower and move around. If we capture imagery of this motion with sufficient sampling frequency, we expect it to be smooth.
For simplicity, we model the expected displacement of the target frame to frame with a normal distribution
This approach is quite similar to object tracking [37] when treating the object being tracked as a single point. In our instantiation of object tracking, we only consider object translation in the 2-D viewing plane. We expect the detection algorithm to compensate for rotation and deformation of the target, correctly detecting and localizing the target if the target is in fact present in the frame. When no target is present, its behavior is undefined, and it may emit random values.
Recall that the features emitted from object detection for the ith image are the match value m i and the match location l i . As noted above, we model the deflection of the target between frames as a normal and compute x and y directly using maximum-likelihood estimation. We model the match value when the target is present as a Gamma distribution À, because of its heavy tail, and estimate directly its and parameters using maximum-likelihood estimation.
We now try to detect all contiguous sequences of images S i from the ordered set of frames F, such that S i \ S j ¼ 8 i 6 ¼ j, where S i obeys the following constraints:
These constraints are intentionally set conservatively so that our output will be tuned for recall rather than precision. We make this tradeoff since domain scientists would rather have false positives, which they can quickly ignore upon visual inspection, than false negatives. An optimal solution for this global constraint satisfaction problem is possible, but it is NP-complete as it can be reduced to subset sum. Instead, we attempt to greedily grow sequences around seed frames where m s . We set the seed constraint such that at least one frame from each sequence is represented. Though this will likely identify frames that do not actually contain the target, we prefer recall. This approach of choosing seed frames is a departure from traditional object tracking formulations. Most object tracking algorithms expect that at least one frame is labeled with the correct location of the object [37] or that optical flow can reveal the initial correspondence between the first two frames [28] . Instead, we approximate this knowledge with seed frames and compensate for false positives since we cannot expect to have such information.
Once seed frames are chosen, the sequence is grown one frame at a time subject to the constraints; the next frame to consider alternates between the frame temporally before the start of the sequence and the frame just after the end of the sequence. Sequences are grown until no frames may be added without breaking the constraints. Since this algorithm is prone to prematurely ending sequences because of outliers in the detection output (detection errors), we merge sequences that are separated by less than s seconds. To reduce false positives introduced by invalid seeds, we drop sequences lasting less than d seconds. For our application, we choose s ¼ 1 s to allow for one frame detection errors at 1 Hz and d ¼ 2 s because the minimum interesting dwell time of a pollinator is 2 s.
E. Discussion
In a general sense, we are attempting to perform anomaly detection [6] over sequences of images. This also relates to object detection, whereby a single image is used to detect the presence of a specific object [25] . Simply performing object detection neglects two key aspects of a problem facing many embedded imaging applications: we are trying to detect novel objects of any form, and we are operating on video rather than unrelated still images. We leverage the highly correlated nature of temporally adjacent frames within the video sequence to both reinforce potential detections and discount potential misdetections of novel objects. Sequences of frames thought to contain such novel objects (the target) would then be provided to the domain scientist for further study. Such a system allows domain scientists to manually analyze orders of magnitude less video data in this summarized form as compared with unaided, human analysis of the complete video. Requesting the user to supply the ROI allows this solution to generalize beyond bees and flowers while maintaining a simple image analysis solution.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented three applications as exemplars of particular challenges we face when embedding imaging sensors into natural habitats. Even when constraining the imager to be inside a mostly enclosed nest box and having a controlled infrared lighting, external illumination changes and changes in the nest appearance due to the activities of the bird create significant challenges to state-of-the-art algorithms to infer the nesting cycle of birds. Detecting birds at a feeder station provides even greater challenges, requiring a more sophisticated model of the background statistics to account for background motion from wind and variations in natural lighting. The statistics for the background are even more complicated in the case of the pollinators, due to the greater optical and quantization artifacts that become significant when the object of interest is small relative to the distance from the sensor. This requires careful interplay between background modeling and template matching. While the interpretation of visual data collected from embedded imagers does present significant challenges, the benefits are widespread, allowing scientists to peer into natural habitats in a nonobtrusive way. h
